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Chapter 1 : Licensure Examination for Teachers (LET) Final Tips - christian
Before the examination day, it is best for you to practice a sample answer sheet for that you can condition your mind on
how does thing goes. So, we have here a sample answer sheet that you can download and print.

Answering the actual board exams is another. After long sleepless nights of eyebrow burning during your
review, your date with the board exams has finally come. It is a day most people are dreading. But for some
people who are confident and have painstakingly prepared on how to go about in the actual board exams, this
day is their milestone. The first was the Licensure Examination for Architects in June where I placed 1st with
a grade of The most recent was the Licensure Examination for Environmental Planners this June where I
placed 4th with a grade of Given my experience in taking board examinations, I would like to share with you,
in my own little way, how I did it. In this article, you will find pointers and pieces of advice that would help
you prepare for exam day. It is my hope that as you read along you will gain confidence, study vigorously and
be inspired even more to reach your dreams of passing and hopefully topping the board exams. Every word
that appears in the question that you read serves as clues to the right answer. During the exam, you will
encounter questions wherein you will not be able to recall the word-by-word definition as taken from the book
or reviewer. If this happens and I am sure it will happen frequently , you would then have to rely on analyzing
the meaning of the question being asked based on the words that you see. The higher your comprehension of
what is being asked or defined, the higher your chances of getting the answer correctly. There are several ways
to improve your reading comprehension. These need not be lifeless and boring like memorizing the
encyclopedia or the dictionary. Try to grab your favorite magazine or a newspaper once in a while and read
some articles found in there. It can be about fashion, cars, current events, show business, music, gamesâ€¦
whatever your interest is. The point here is to immerse yourself on trying to understand whatever it is that you
read. Also, you can increase your vocabulary by playing games like crossword puzzles, boggle, hangman,
scrabble, etc. I have stressed in my previous article the importance of being physically prepared in your
review. The same thing goes for during the exam itself. If you are itching to do a last-minute study or
browsing of notes, I suggest you do it the next morning before you go to the exam venue. Attend to your
personal needs before the examination begins. Depending on the strictness of the assigned proctors, you are
not allowed to go out of the room once the exam has started. So watch what you eat and drink. You are,
however, allowed to bring food and drinks and consume them while taking the exams. I strongly recommend
that you bring something that is just light for your stomach and something that is not too messy, noisy, or
smelly to eat. During the examination, you should be ready for long hours of thinking and answering.
Depending on the subject, board exams usually last from 3 hours to as long as 6 hours even 9 hours for design
subjects. Be prepared for uncomfortable seats like drafting table chairs with no backrests or wooden armchairs
with no cushions. While answering, take some 2-minute rests once in a while to recharge your mind and body.
Doing a little stretching or closing your eyes for a few minutes might also help. Just as much as your physical
condition is important in the board exams so are your mental and emotional states. Do not let pressure and
nervousness control you. You must be able to control them. The board exam is like a war and you will be
going into battle. You have to release that warrior instinct in you and own the examination. More people with
positive mental attitudes succeed in life than people who are pessimistic. Declare that you are going to win
and that nothing can stop you from doing so. We would have prepared a lot, read volumes of books from
cover to cover, and memorized tons of formula, tables and data, and still would not be contented about it. Do
not expect that everything you have read and studied in your review will come out in the exam. Of course, the
only way to increase the percentage of questions you hope will come out is to also increase your time
reviewing, reading, and researching for board exam topics. That means the less time and effort you exerted in
preparing for the board exams, the less chances of you knowing what the question is all about. Consequently,
this is where your reading comprehension skills come in handy. Once you have shaded an answer, you cannot
change it and pick another one. Erasing a previously shaded answer will still leave spots of lead on the paper.
This means that when your answer sheet is processed by the machine, it will detect two answers and will
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automatically mark that item wrong. This is the very reason why I do not recommend using your answer
sheets immediately. This method is prone to errors and is very risky since you are already finalizing your
answers without even seeing the rest of the questions which might give additional hints or clues. I know an
examinee that has had a very bad experience with this. He was directly shading answers on his answer sheet as
he reads a question on his questionnaire. The problem started when he skipped a question he does not know
say, Question He proceeded to the next one Question 11 but subconsciously shaded 10 in the answer sheet. It
went on for about 15 more items before he realized he was shading the wrong numbers! The best way to avoid
these kinds of errors is to use your questionnaires as your temporary answer sheets first and then transfer them
later. I usually allot one 1 hour for the transferring and final checking of my answers as I will be discussing in
Tip 5. You are allowed to write on your questionnaires. In fact, PRC would even advise you to use your
questionnaires as your scratch papers. Write down notes and tables, encircle or underline important words,
cross out choices you think does not belong, etc. First order of business is to know which subjects you are
going to tackle on which time or days. PRC releases an exam schedule alongside the syllabus of the subjects in
your particular licensure examination. For example, in the recently held Licensure Examination for
Environmental Planners, the exams were to be held in two days. Day 1 covers one subject i. This subject is
scheduled from 8: Day 2, on the other hand, covers two subjects. The first subject i. Having known the
number of hours allotted, the next step is to try to know the number of questions or items for each subject. In
the example above, the Day 1 subject of Environmental Planning Processes, Methods, and Strategies consists
of questions. With 6 hours allotted for this subject, I first subtract an hour for transferring of answers see Tip
4. This gives me 5 hours to answer a total of questions and 1 hour for transferring and finalizing my answers.
So the rate in which I have to answer is given at questions per minutes. Simplifying, this means I have 1
minute and 30 seconds to answer one question in my Day 1 subject. The same formula goes for the other
subjects. In the same example above, the first subject in Day 2 i. With 3 hours allotted for this subject, I
subtract an hour for transferring of answers. This gives me 2 hours to answer a total of questions. Simplifying,
this means I have 1 minute and 12 seconds to answer one question in my Day 2 subject. Another very
important thing to remember is that each question, regardless of its difficulty, is just worth 1 point. So, I
strongly recommend that you answer the easier questions first. If you do not know the answer or you are
having difficulties deciding which among the choices to pick, just skip it immediately and proceed to the next
item. You must not waste too much time thinking and fishing for an answer on a very difficult question. You
will be going back to it later after you have read all the others. This is a very good strategy because sometimes
there are questions or choices similar to the one you are having trouble with that would help you get to the
right answer see example in Tip 7. Keep track of your time by wearing a wrist watch not a cellular phone since
you would have to turn this off and surrender to the proctors. Do not be forced to finish your exam early just
because other examinees are finishing their exams way ahead of everyone else. You will encounter in your
classroom these kinds of examinees that will stand up and submit their answer sheets just one or two hours
after the exam has started. You mind your own exam. You do not get additional points for finishing first. So
make the most out of your time by double-checking and triple-checking your answers in your questionnaire
until you are satisfied before transferring them to your answer sheet as your final answers. For ease of
checking, questions are now prepared with multiple choices. This modernization of the board exam has
actually made your lives much easier in so far as getting an answer correctly. Multiple-choice questions,
usually with 4 choices A, B, C or D , give you a higher probability of getting a right answer than identification
questionsâ€¦ simply because the answer is already there â€” you just have to pick it. Practice the art of
elimination to increase this probability especially for questions you do not know. Here is an example of a
question I have encountered in the board exam in which I do not know the exact answer but was able to figure
out by means of elimination: Frank Lloyd Wright c. Mario Botta From the question, we already know that we
are looking for an architect who was born in Switzerland. Having eliminated choice B, my probability of
getting a right answer increased from 1: I then continued analyzing my three remaining choices. I then
remembered one magazine article I read regarding the works of this Santiago Calatrava.
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Chapter 2 : TIPS: How To Fill Out The PRC LET Answer Sheet - LET EXAM - Questions & Answers
â€¢ Check if the Serial Number of Examinee Identification Sheet/Answer Sheets are the same for all the sheets. If there
is any discrepancy, return the set to your Room Watchers for replacement.

Once they pass the board exam, they can already teach in public schools. The license will also serve as their
ticket for employment in government offices. And our final coaching tips! Use common sense to answer
questions. Do not overreact, over-solve and over-analyze problems. LET questions, just like any other
ordinary question, are simple. All questions have answers. There is no instruction like that unless PRC comes
up with a new set of directions. Get the nearest choice to the answer if you find a question very mysterious.
Never believe in what past takers say about the things what to expect. Personally, I was disappointed because
the things I was told to expect did not come out during the exam. LET questions are not all from what our
Education teachers have taught us. Some are from the lessons our teachers in Kindergarten have given us.
Others are from the folk tales of our grannies when we were teenagers. Practice how to shade using a pencil.
This is very crucial. Grab a thick paper and a pencil, and practice shading. Do not review the night before the
board exam. Start relaxing two days before the exam. Go out with your friends. When answering LET
questions, answer questions that are short and simple before proceeding to long and tough items. If you think
you cannot answer an item, simple move on the next item. Do not spend more than two minutes of your
precious time on just one item. Do not eat strange foods days before you take the exam. You might get very
nervous before or while answering questions. Remember, nervousness is caused by lack of confidence. Lack
of confidence is caused by the feeling that you did not review well. You cannot answer all questions correctly.
You cannot review everything. You cannot prepare all the things you want to prepare. So two days before the
exam, clean up your desk whether you think you are done with the review or not. Treat LET as an ordinary
exam, because it is! LET becomes simple once you believe that you have already reviewed. God will never
answer any of the LET questions for you. He will just guide you. So keep reviewing, we have days to go
before the big day!
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Chapter 3 : PRC Sample Answer Sheet for Licensure Examination for Teachers - LET EXAM - Questions &
Answer Sheet - Download as PDF File .pdf), Text File .txt) or read online. Answer Sheet PRC Mockboard Board Exam.

A mini-brochure provided by the PRC. Upon receipt of this sheet, please read and do the following
instructions: Upon arrival in your assigned room: The Room Watchers shall not be held liable for lost items.
All food and bottled mineral water with their labels removed maybe placed in front of your seat. Go back to
your seat and do the following: Check if the serial numbers of the set are the same in all pages, if not ask for
replacement. Check if the PRC seal is intact, and number of pages are complete, if not ask for replacement.
Ask for the number of pages from your Room Watcher. Accomplish back portion of ID sheet, using black
ballpen. Print your seat number on the upper right hand corner. Detach one 1 Answer Sheet from the last page.
Do the same in the next subjects. Read carefully the instructions on the face of your Answer Sheet: After
filling-up your Answer Sheet, you may now attend to your personal needs, as no one will be allowed to go out
while the examination is in progress. Empty your pockets of any codigo, cellphone, beeper, etc. After
receiving your Test Booklet, do the following: Count and check the pages of the set, for missing pages,
misprints, etc. Read the instructions printed on the TB carefully. Follow the sample on the blackboard and on
the Answer Sheet for proper marking. Be conscious of the TIME. Look at the schedule printed on the
blackboard. Leave the room immediately after submission and come back thirty 30 minutes before the start of
the next subject. Get your brown envelope from your Room Watcher. Check the name printed on the envelope
and on the ID Sheet. Be sure it is your envelope. Follow procedures Number 4 â€” 9, for every subject.
Accepting or receiving anything, including food from any person while the examination is in progress. Giving
money, food, or any favor and other consideration to the Room Watchers and other examination personnel.
Loitering, talking, or discussing your answers inside the room or along the corridor while the examination is
still in progress.
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Chapter 4 : STEPS IN FILING APPLICATIONS
Board Exam Compilation Book 1 Sample. Test Drill Examination Answer Sheet. PRC Baguio. LET Reviewer Social
Studies.

Eng After four to six months of rigorous and painstaking preparations in your review, whether you take a
self-study review method or you had enrolled in a civil engineering review center of your choice; this is the
time for you to take the actual board examinations. I had just compiled these reminders according to what I
had experience when I review in Manila for a decade. I hope these reminders help reviewees and students to
prepare early during review and on anticipating exam problems. Just follow these simple reminders. You had
finished concluding on what you had reviewed. Room assignment will be posted at the premises of the
Professional Regulations Commission PRC or you may check the PRC website two to three days before the
first day of examination. Double-check your requirements most especially your calculator. You must bring at
least 2 calculators for assurance and as a safety precaution as well. Prepare the PRC requirements to bring on
the actual board exams and the proper attire. You may visit this post: Visit your school and building
assignment prior to the day of the examinations. Bring your Notice of Admission when you verify your school
and building assignment. Things to do in the Nights before the actual board exams: Pray to GOD to give you
strength, patience, wisdom and common sense during the actual board exams. Relax and avoid cramming. To
boost your self-confidence d. Have a positive attitude: Try to keep your normal eating and sleeping habits the
day before the exam. More tips about proper eating habits at: Take your supplements as well. Eat a bar of
chocolate whatever brand you prefer before you enter your room assignment; it is intended so that you stay
alert and awake. Do not rely on last minute tips or leakage. They are early blank bullets. Matulog na lang
kayo! Have a very good night sleep. For more detailed instruction during exams, please visit this link on my
blog: Anticipate traffic even at dawn. So leave home early to be on time. Late examinees will not be admitted.
But you must keep your composure and calmness. Take a deep breath, relax and say to pray to GOD: Be
courteous, polite and helpful. Leave your bags outside the classroom or at the back of the examination hall.
The proctor will guide you. Upon entering the classroom, present your Notice of Admission and other
requirements to the proctor. When you receive your test paper, silence must be observed. Check if the pages of
the test paper are complete. If not, please notify immediately the proctor. Before you start answering the
questions, please allow more than three 3 minutes to write all the formulas that you fear to forget. Next is
browse the entire questionnaire, check how many questions are there and many pages and try to budget your
time. Read and understand all the questions carefully, most especially the tricky ones. If a question is unclear,
answer the way you understand it. The proctor cannot interpret it for you. You cannot ask your seat mate. In
shading your answers: Just keep your Answer Sheet clean and free from undue marking, unnecessary folds or
stains. Just keep it neat and clean. Just relax and take a deep breath. Just go back to the problem again if you
have time. Take note that in every CE subject, there are problems so you must answer a problem within 3
minutes or less. Look at all the choices you know you are wrong. When you sharpen your pencils, have a
receptacle for the residues honed out. Never look at other examinees answer. In case you run out of time,
make smart guesses. This will be easy since the type of exam is a multiple choice type. There shall be no
borrowing of erasers, pencils, sharpeners, calculators and other examination requirements from any examinee.
Just check your work if you finished answering all the questions before you pass the answer sheet to the
proctor. When you are finished answering your examination papers, please: After your papers are submitted,
sign on the appropriate form. Leave the venue and proceed out quietly. There should be no loitering and
discussion in the examination premises. Never discuss answers after every examination with other examinees.
Masisira ang momentum mo pag nakinig ka sa iba! Just remember and have an attitude, Tama ang sagot ko!
Just believe you had correct answers. Just relax or take a rest while waiting for the results. Usually it takes 3
working days to release the actual results in the PRC website. Pray for Divine Assistance. Invoke the presence
of God all throughout the examination. Just pray, pray and pray!!! May God Bless you in passing your exams!
Just Bring Home the Bacon!
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Chapter 5 : Downloads | Professional Regulation Commission
On this page you can read or download sample answer sheet for prc board exam in PDF format. If you don't see any
interesting for you, use our search form on bottom â†“.

The answer sheets are made in such way so that it takes the candidates the minimum time to put their answers.
They can be downloaded and printed for practical application templates. Answer Sheet for the Test Word
Format jpkc. You may also see Expense Sheet Template. The template features the automatic processing of
numbers and can surely be of good help. This template features around fifty multiple choice answers. Answer
sheet templates are needed for creating answer sheets to be used for different competitive examinations where
candidates need to fill them as per the question papers provided to them separately. Answer sheet templates
can also be effectively be used for running a survey or for carrying out an evaluation of something. The
answer sheet templates with pre-formatted structures and outlines can easily be downloaded. They are
available in different formats like PDF, excel and word. The templates are printable and therefore they can
easily be used in the form of a soft copy or they can be printed in hard copies. Answer sheet templates help in
reducing the hassle of developing new answer sheets every time. These templates can serve as samples that
can be customized as per requirements. You may also see Fact Sheet Templates. These templates generally
consist of blank lines for the answers. These templates can also consist of numbers of questions followed by
some space for multiple choice responses separated by tab. These templates can also be created in spreadsheet
programs by using cells as separate blanks. The question numbers can be typed and then the Tab button can be
selected for moving to the next cells, including a blank spreadsheet line left for the answer. Answer sheet
templates can also be created by making use of circled letters to be filled in by the students. Tables in
spreadsheets can also be used for creating answer sheet templates with spate question numbers and lines which
are left blank for the answers. Answer sheet templates are of good use in running a quiz or an examination.
They can conveniently be handed out to the teams or the individuals for them to write their answers. These
templates are available in different formats like word, excel and PDF. They can even be printed very easily,
but the best format to print them is PDF. Answer sheet templates are highly useful in minimizing the work
load and the time that needs to be put into preparing the answer sheets manually. They are also of good use in
making the task of providing all the answers in a neat and tidy way for the students. You may also check out
Timesheet Templates. You may also like.
Chapter 6 : Professional Regulation Commission
Step in filing application for licensure examinations. Step 1. Secure Action Sheet from the PRC Customer Service
Center and accomplish the same.

Chapter 7 : 11+ Answer Sheet Templates - PDF, DOC | Free & Premium Templates
I'm looking for a sample answer sheet too.. I think answer sheet was mistaken for answer key and that's causing the
confusion.

Chapter 8 : Sample Answer Sheet For Prc Board Exam - blog.quintoapp.com
Board Representative. 2. AP Â® how to complete the answer sheet, 2) when to open exam materials, 3) when to start or
finish each section or part, and.

Chapter 9 : Architecture Firm Or Architectural Practice Quiz - ProProfs Quiz
â€¢ all your answers to the multiple choice section must be marked on the answer sheet. the board of examiners will not
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take into consideration anything written on the question booklet.
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